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beauty devices

Anti-Ageing Activator •
Purity Reviver •
Hydration Corrector •

I BEAUTY® offers a
short and complete
treatment menu.
Fully comprehensive, it meets
the needs of every woman.

Purity Reviver

• 15 min

Perfect complement to the Heart of the Ocean Ritual,
for a treatment combining relaxation and technological
expertise. The skin is renewed and ready to receive a
treatment according to its needs.

Anti-Ageing Activator
Purity Reviver

• 30 min

This express 30-min treatment is the perfect solution
for all women seeking a deep rebalancing cleanse.
Healthier and brighter, the skin is cleansed of
impurities and enhanced.
It is recommended to combine it with the Heart of the Ocean
Pure Freshness Ritual for long lasting results.

Technological
and treatment ingenuity

• 15 min

Perfect ally to THALGO Anti-Ageing Treatments, for an
expert anti-ageing treatment combining the technical
expertise of THALGO manual massages with the
effectiveness of radio-frequency. The skin is stimulated,
drenched in anti-ageing active ingredients, and
completely renewed.

I BEAUTY® combines
3 innovative technologies
with proven efficacy,
which are non-aggressive
and completely safe

Hydration Corrector

Sequential Ultrasound
An
original
concentration
of
technologies for optimum correction:
the
evolving
vibration
waves
generated by I BEAUTY® enable either
detoxification to reactivate cellular
metabolism, or infusion of the
active ingredients of the products for
improved absorption, or stimulation
for boosted cell regeneration.
THALGO innovation
2 specific professional products have been created:
• I Pure, a renewal treatment able to purify and balance
all skin types.
• I Hydrate, a rehydrating treatment that deeply
oxygenates and remineralises the skin.

• 45 min

The ideal partner for thirsty, tired and dull skin, this
treatment boosts natural moisture while drenching
the skin in remineralising and rehydrating active
ingredients. The skin is fresh, bright and intensely
hydrated, from the very first session.
For even better results it is advisable to alternate with the Heart
of the Ocean Hydra Marine Ritual as a treatment programme.

Anti-Ageing Activator

• 45 min

Inspired by the anti-ageing techniques of aesthetic
medicine, this treatment is a concentration of efficacy
to fight against the signs of time. Your skin is "lifted"
and your face is firmed and reshaped, from the first
session.
It is recommended to combine it with a Thalgo Youth Expert
treatment for lasting effectiveness.

Sound Vibrations
The new generation of aesthetic peel:
low frequency ultrasound vibrates its
spatula to achieve in-depth exfoliation,
which effectively cleanses and purifies
the skin.

Radio-frequency
The latest anti-ageing technology
directly
derived
from
aesthetic
medicine. Its high frequency microcurrent induces tissue heating, to
regenerate, plump and firm the
skin. Its tripolar probe provides heat
control for perfect safety.

THALGO innovation

THALGO innovation

A professional product, Peeling Solution has been
specifically formulated with acids for dual mechanical and
chemical cleaning for a more effective result.

I Plump, an overall anti-ageing treatment designed to
increase radio-frequency activity for more toned and
plumper skin, as if "lifted".

